Molecular markers of response and resistance to EGFR inhibitors in head and neck cancers.
Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK) are key targets for novel cancer therapeutics since they activate multiple oncogenic signalling pathways. Also, they are inherently 'druggable' due to their small ATP-dependent kinase domains (inhibitable by small molecules) and cell surface location which renders them accessible to monoclonal antibody-based therapies. The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is overexpressed in the majority of SCCHN cases and this review focuses primarily on the progress made in targeting the EGFR for the therapy of SCCHN by both small molecules and antibody-based therapies. We then discuss the overlapping and distinct molecular markers of response, innate or acquired resistance to each modality, and how these may be overcome. We also consider other RTKs overexpressed in this disease that may impact on responses and/or provide additional targets for combination therapy.